
It took some wheeling and dealing, and a few more UA than you intended, but you find yourself the proud 

owner of a new ship.  Well not exactly new, but at least new to you.  With a coat of paint, a few minor 

repairs, and a lot of UA it will…well it will still be a heap of junk.  But as they say, you need to start 

somewhere.  Fortunately you had a few crew members lined up before you spent all your savings, now it is 

just a matter of getting them onto the ship so you can start making a name for yourself. 

 

All you need to do is find these potential recruits and bring them back to your ship.  Shouldn’t be too hard to 

do, and it gives you a chance to earn a name for yourself in the wild and weary world as a Trader.  Let’s just 

hope the ship doesn’t break down too badly along the way. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 
Reward: New Recruits 

 

Any crew members (to a maximum of 3) you 

manage to recruit during this game will join your 

crew for free.  They are automatically members 

of your crew without having to pay their hire 

cost. 

Hiring Crew members 
The traders set up as civilians will act as 

civilians ignoring Live One and Join results on 

the civilian die.  These traders will continue to 

act as civilians until their respective captain 

Interacts with them.  At this point they are 

flipped over to their Trader side and function as 

a trader as normal. 

 

If a trader is knocked out as a civilian, do not 

remove them.  They are placed on their side 

and can be revived as per the normal rules. 

 

Late Arrivals 
When the Threat Level reaches Watch Your 

Back, the remaining crew members will arrive.  

Each will arrive at an entry point determined by 

the chance die.  They will follow the rules set 

out above. 

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE 
Reward: 3UA 

 

As a new crew you definitely need some UA to 

help fund your adventures.  Any trader may 

interact with the terminals highlighted in 

red to download some quick delivery 

jobs.  These will be represented by the 

3UA Objective tokens.  If returned to the 

ship they may be traded during the Trade Phase 

as normal to gain the rewards. 

SPECial instructions 
Set up 
Each crew consists of only the captain.  You 

need to hire a crew after all.  Of the initially 

selected crew, each player places a random 

crew member at one of the blue civilian 

markers.  Then, each player places a random 

crew member at one of the green civilian 

markers.  The third crew member is set aside.  

All of these crew members will be set up with 

their civilian side of the character board 

showing. 

 

Any blue or green civilian markers not assigned 

a trader crew are ignored.  The yellow civilian 

markers represent civilians as normal. 
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